
 

 

Category: Best Use of Media Relations 

Company: Golley Slater 

Entry title: World’s first retirement home for sloths 

 

 
Brief and objectives: 

Folly Farm (FF) is home to 450 exotic animals including lions, penguins, meerkats, giraffes 

and sloths. 

A longstanding retained client, we always try to keep Folly Farm front-of-mind when 

considering a family day-out. For this campaign, our brief was to increase sales of all animal 

adoption packs. We outlined clear objectives: 

1. Increase sales 

a) Increase number of sloth adoption by 20% 

b) Increase number of day ticket sales by 5% 

c) Increase adoption sales outside of Wales by 5%. 

2. Increase online presence 

a) Increase web traffic (year-on-year) by 10% 

b) Generate 100% positive sentiment on social 

c) Increase Facebook followers by 2%. 

3. Improve SEO 

a) Generate 3 high domain authority backlinks. 

 

The idea, research and planning: 

With the change in media landscape, it became harder for us to generate news coverage for 

the day-to-day milestones, e.g new animals/ attractions as media outlets saw this as being 

promotional and wanted to be paid. 

FF was keen to increase its reach, particularly to audiences outside of Wales, and increase 

sales of the recently launched animal adoption packs. 



FF outlined 92% of animal adoptions were bought online with the majority of the people 

buying through google search looking for sloth themed merchandise/ experiences. 

We researched ways to engage people with animals. Anthropomorphising was psychological 

theory that helped us unlock a strategy. This theory is all about how people project human 

characteristics onto animals – you see it on Attenborough documentaries and previous 

coverage we’ve achieved gay penguins in the Daily Mail. 

So we looked for a human angle on FF. 

When we heard a new sloth was joining the enclosure and it was even older than current 

sloth, Tuppee. This immediately felt like the right story. Together with the client, we decided 

we should anthropomorphise the story – by making it the first retirement home for sloths. 

 

Strategy, tactics, creativity and innovation: 

It’s always a challenge as there are so many things online about animals, how do you 

compete with an internet full of animal gifs and memes? 

In all content produced, we included quotes referring to the care of the elderly sloths and 

how FF adapted the enclosure and the care they provide for the animals. This helped to 

convey our key message that FF is an expert in animal care and goes above and beyond 

usual animal husbandry requirements. 

We made sure the headline used was as clickable as possible, researching some of the 

most clicked headlines on target online media outlets like LADBible and Metro.co.uk and 

settled on ‘This Pembrokeshire zoo has started a retirement home for sloths’. 

 

Delivery: 

We prepared a press release including information about the new sloth with the call to action 

being, to adopt one of the elderly sloths visit. 

In its ‘Marketing to Parents’ report in October 2018, Mintel found mums are the key 

decisionmakers for days out, we made sure our media list covered not only local / national 

media outlets but TV programmes with high female audience figures e.g. This Morning and 

Pretty52 which had a strong social media presence. 

Alongside the press release, we commissioned photography and collated raw footage which 

we packaged up and issued to the media to create their own social videos. 

We launched the story in November. This was key to our strategy of generating sales and 

adoptions to cater to publications and outlets looking for unusual Christmas gifts as 44% of 

Folly Farm’s adoptions are sold in this key gifting period. 

As we received coverage, where possible, we contacted media publications to add backlinks 

into the news coverage increasing SEO ranking when searching for sloth-based 

merchandise. 



We fielded a range of media requests asking for further interviews with keepers and video 

production companies who wanted to pitch this story into national broadcast channels. 

This Morning responded to our pitch and visited Pembrokeshire to film the enclosure 

resulting in a 10-minute segment at primetime 11:00am. The topic was so entertaining it 

engaged Phillip and Holly, so much so that Holly was asking questions about sloths (and 

getting into one of her famous giggling fits), which became sharable. This gave FF the 

opportunity to respond to her questions, amplifying share-ability. 

 

Measurement and evaluation: 
1. Increase sales 

a) Increased the number of sloth adoptions by 243% (Nov-April) and by 393% (9th Jan 

– April following the broadcast on This Morning and coverage in LadBible). As of end 

of June FF sold more sloths adoptions than the whole of 2018 with the key gifting 

period at Christmas still to come. 143% increase for all animal adoption sales for the 

year to date 

b) Sloths were best performing animal adoptions by 30% with 40% of sloth adoptions 

for the year-to-date being sloths 

c) Increased the number of attraction day ticket sales by 10% for the same period (Nov 

– April) 

d) Created significant demand for “meet the sloths” animal experience – currently being 

discussed as a new secondary revenue stream. 

2. Broaden reach of FF 

a) Increased adoption sales outside of Wales by 9% for the year to date with 70% now 

being purchased outside of Wales and even outside of the UK with sloth adoptions 

being sent to Europe, Australia and the US 

b) 1,900 visitors to Folly Farm website through the sloth retirement blog on its website 

at 11:00am when This Morning segment was aired 

c) 162 pieces of coverage (Nov – April) across 145 outlets 

d) Total audience reach of 23,677,918 

e) 26,906,912 opportunities to see 

f) Featured on ITV’s This Morning for 10-minute segment 

g) Covered 3 times by The Metro – twice online and once in print 

h) Article on Lonely Planet using the retirement home as an attraction for visiting Wales 

i) Article on LADBible shared 169K times with over 50k comments on the Facebook 

post. 



3. Increase online presence 

a) Increased web traffic (year-on-year) by 32% 

b) 100% positive sentiment on social media 

c) Sentiment of Facebook comments included conservation message and positivity 

towards Folly Farm, taking care of animals of all ages 

d) Increase Facebook followers by 3.7% over the period 

e) 419,778 video views on Folly Farm’s owned social media channel. 

4. Improve SEO 

a) Generated 6 high domain authority backslinks including Ladbible, Lonely Planet and 

Metro 

b) Top searched for terms on FF site on day of This Morning segment were sloth, 

sloths, adopt a sloth. 

 

Budget and campaign impact:  

Photography and film = £175. 

PR time – 33.5 hours = £2,979.27. 

Social media content creation time 8.00 hours = £711.50. 

Media monitoring = approx. = £500. 

Total = £4,365.77. 

Impact: 

 243% increase in sales of sloth animal adoptions compared to same time last year 

 10% increase in attraction day ticket sales. 

 


